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INTRODUCTION

There has been resurgence of democratised creativity around text-based game platforms in the years

following the release of TWINE, a low-entry barrier,  HTML, CSS, and JavaScript driven creation 

tool in 2009. Created by Chris Klimas, it popularly exploded in 2012, (partially attributed to 

designer Anna Anthropy's book Rise of the Videogame Zinesters)(2012).(Friedhoff, 2014, p.1-2) 

Their independent production and subversive themes suggest that tying written narrative text as we 

historically and semantically understand it to an interactive element has never ceased to inspire; 

now finding cultural and critical prominence after being put out to pasture since the days of the 

MUD(multi-user-dungeon). The hypertext powered fiction as in Micheal Joyce's Afternoon (1990), 

the text input driven Zork(Infocom, 1980), or the exploration of the written format for mobile 

devices in Device 6(Simogo, 2013) attempt to merge one of the oldest, most understood expressive 

mediums in existence with the young and exploratory field of game-making. Meanwhile, games are 

still rediscovering their own cultural significance; not coincidentally in an environment where 

highly accessible platforms like TWINE exist. A generation of creatives seek to leverage this 

opportunity - as Friedhoff elaborates: “Rather than touting Twine's technological capabilities first 

and foremost, references for Twine tend to focus on why creative people might want to choose an 

interactive medium in the first place. This aesthetic focus helps draw in and create space for 

different kinds of artists and their stories.” (2014)  

In this paper,  I introduce the models of narratology and cybertext to critcially analyse the 

approaches of prominent TWINE games and their mechanics. explore.  Finally, I will detail a 

breakdown of my own game project, motivating my design decisions on a per element basis. These 

motivations will be based on the observations from my research and critical analysis. 
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My sources will be two seminal works in the fields of narratology and cybertext respectively: 

Introduction to the Theory of Narrative(1997, 2nd ed), by Mieke Bal, and Cybertext: Perspectives on

Ergodic Literature(1997), by Espen Aarseth. These sources present a contrast of  structuralist and 

aesthetic approaches to understanding works of (digital) fiction. Narratology(Bal, M. 1997) 

provides an awareness of where structure can inspire ideas, but is still reconciling its own 

application to interactive media. Conversely, Cybertext(Aarseth, E.1997) discards previous 

definitions in favour of new terms, and describes what makes interaction a compelling possibility 

space;  exploring the absurd in automated systems, for instance.  In support of my main sources, I 

will be referencing Untangling Twine: a Platform Study(2013), by Jane Friedhoff, aside from the 

games I have selected for review. 

CONCEPTS

A sub-category of text -  ergodic literature, is prominently featured in Cybertext(Aarseth, E. 1997). 

As Aarseth states: “In ergodic literature, nontrivial effort is required to allow the reader to traverse 

the text.” ( p.1) . “Trivial” referencing (in the case of reading a traditional novel) activities such as 

eye moment and page turning. In an interacive context, ergodic literature gives way to ergodic 

intrigue; situations that arise when there is an autonomous game system moderating or reacting to 

player input. The game system exists separate from the author's influence after the game has started,

and forces the player to cooperate with its rules as an exploratory process. An example of prominent

ergodic intrigue in classic text adventures involves testing the limits of the game system handling 

word input (e.g. “open door”, “use key”, “talk to Jim”)  - and the moderating game system that 

would provide feedback in reply (e.g. “you walk forwards, but hit a wall.”, “use key on what?”, 

“Jim can't hear you.”). The limits (and allowances) of such a system create what Aarseth refers to as

functional autism:

...characters you meet in Deadline appear to be living in their own private worlds. When 

questioned, they often repeat themselves without making sense, and you may stand next to 

them for hours without any sign that they know you are there....The contract between user 

and text in "interactive fiction" is not merely a "willing suspension of disbelief" but a willing

suspension of one's normal capacity for language, physical aptness, and social interaction as 

well. It is of course not autism in a clinical, or even a fictional sense, but functionally it 

seems very close.(Aarseth, E. 1997.  p.116-117)



When discussing narratology, I use established concepts while still acknowledging Aarseth's 

resistance to the constant adaptation, of these older definitions; resulting in terms that progressively 

grow too general to be of any academic use(1997). As a working basis, Mieke Bal provides a 

definition of “text” that will be relevant in the context of her own (and as a result, my) work: 

...a text is a finite, structured whole composed of signs. The finite ensemble of signs does 

not mean that the text itself is finite, for its meanings, effects, functions, and background are 

not. It only means that there is a first and a last word to be identified; a first and a last image 

in a film; a frame of a painting, even if those boundaries, as we will see, are not watertight.” 

(Bal, M. 1997. p.5)

The relationship of  fabula  and  story, and the disparate elements that contribute to them are 

important narratological distinctions. Fabula constitutes an objective account of a series of events, 

whereas a story is shaped based on the experience of these events by an actor (an agent that either 

experiences or causes events to transpire); we interpret the story differently even though the events, 

i.e. the fabula, remain(s) objectively the same. (Bal, M. 1997). For instance, either of the two 

participants in a heated argument experience the dialogue differently; the argument remains the 

same, but the meaning is colored based on who is observing. This act of coloring interpretation 

through a point of view is referred to as focalising: “... focalization, the relationship between 'who' 

perceives and 'what' is perceived, ´colours´ the story with subjectivity.”(Bal, M. 1997. p.8). 

These elements will serve to highlight choices and trends in TWINE game design, and design 

opportunity moving forwards, and will be explored in greater detail where relevant.

CLASSICAL ANALYSIS AND TWINE SEMANTICS

TWINE conventions are often a carry over from previous generations of hyperfiction. Adherence to 

second person narration, short reading(play) sessions, fragmented prose with an emphasis on visual 

description, and a sense of consequence brought on by branching nature of plot progression are 

tropes of the genre – but they also impart a feeling of risk: “The cybertext puts its would-be reader 

at risk: the risk of rejection. The effort and energy demanded by the cybertext of its reader raise the 

stakes of interpretation.” (Aarseth, E. 1997. p.4). 

Key to the player experience is tmesis, affording hyperfiction systems leverage over the “reading” 

experience. Tmesis refers to the ability to selective skip, skim, enter, or exit the information in a 

given text; to read out of order, gain prior knowledge, or solve mystery. As Aarseth states, “We 



might say that hypertext punishes tmesis by controlling the text's fragmentation and pathways and 

by forcing the reader to pay attention to the strategic links.” (1997. p.78). This is one of the most 

powerful tools in the hyperfiction arsenal; ironically, one of the creative strengths of interactive 

fiction is a more authoritarian hold on information and the way that information is consumed than 

traditional written fiction. 

Cybertext calls into question the presence of unified story and plot in hyperfiction, instead 

accepting multiple “readings” as equally valid based on the exploration of loose nodes as focalisors;

a search for epiphany in a game system that intentionally occludes paths. (Aarseth, E. 1997. 

p.85/92). Conversely, a unified “story” is the norm in mainstream TWINE fiction. In most cases, 

confusion about story and fabula in TWINE comes a as result of presentational problems in 

focalisation, or the author being coy with details, as opposed to reaching an end-point through a 

freeform path of nodes. When determining the focalisor, the disjointed treatment of the second 

person (by extension the player's agency) and TWINE's architecture(i.e. scattershot passage linking)

creates a feeling of suspense or dreamlike hazyness. It becomes difficult to identify the narrating 

voice of the game, and to determine whether the player is an addressee for the narrator, or an actual 

character. This ambiguity is mirrored in the often the faux sense of interaction that clicking on 

linked texts hands a player versus actual meaningful agency. (Nestvold, R. 1997). The use of “you” 

in my own analysis will be defined based on two ranges; addressee or character, and agency or 

compliance. 

The use of fabula, and its elements - the actor and event, raises problems in analysis.  Events must 

actuate change, represent a choice, and portray a confrontation between at least one actor and 

another object/actor; actors are only active in the current fabula if they are acting in an event with a 

current goal or objective in mind. (Bal, M. 1997. p.182/196). In both of these cases, there is often 

only a partial fulfillment of these requirements – the emphasis on “you” as a narrative device means

that only brief patches of actual character focalisation occur. This leads me to view them more as a 

means of visualising interesting relationships for game mechanics rather than structurally – an 

approach also advocated by Aarseth, “...especially, I wish to challenge the recurrent practice of 

applying the theories of literary criticism to a new empirical field, seemingly without any 

reassessment of the terms and concepts involved.”(1997. p.14).  

Breaking down ergodic intrigue, a distinction is drawn between anamorphic and metamorphic texts.

Anamorphism (in this case the mechanics of narrative exploration) deliberately hides a key element 

of the puzzle or perspective, forcing a non-standard approach to “complete” the work and reach one



true end state. (Aarseth, E. 1997.). A work can be called metamorphic if it allows alternative, non-

biased readings to occur in stead of an objectively defined “true” meaning or end point. This creates

problems for TWINE; often the outcome is defined and unchanging while still relying on 

interpretation to find true meaning. Additionally, it is unclear whether anamorphism has occurred 

when a reader stumbles onto an answer without realisation. Aarseth comments along these lines 

when comparing a detective novel to a detective game: “For the reader of the detective novel, the 

narrative experience is not anamorphic, because the mystery is revealed in the standard course of 

the reading. Even if the reader engages in the activity of trying to solve the case, this in no way 

influences the outcome of the novel.” (1997. p.181). 

While anamorphism and metamorphism define outcomes as they relate to player perspective, 

aporia(impasse) and epiphany define outcomes as they relate to a player's awareness of paths not 

taken. In contrast to traditional literature, where the details of a story are resolved through reading, 

hypertext has no such guarantee – players may simply miss out on information due to the game's 

grip on tmesis. Aporia is resolved through repeated exploration and a growing realisation of the 

layout of the text 'labyrinth' being explored, and the search for causal trigger points. (Aarseth, E. 

1997.  p.91-92). 

ANALYSIS OF CURRENT IMPLEMENTATIONS

I have grouped my TWINE references to emphasise important mechanics; a comparison of their 

similarities, stand out moments and impressions, and the narratological / cybertextual mechanics 

that drive these features.

The first set of games consists of linear narratives distinguished by freedom of interpretation and  

minor player agency towards fabula. In Portpentine's Howling Dogs(2012)(HD), the player enters 

seemingly unconnected dream realities, searching for the way out of the confinement they always 

re-awaken in, while The Domovoi(Snow, K. et al. 2014)(TD) presents a short Slavic folk tale 

centered around the reader's interaction with a storyteller character, and this storyteller's recounting 

of the life of a house spirit (the domovoi). You Were Made for Loneliness(Tsukareta. 2014)(YM),  

describes a service android and her memories of previous lives as it effects her relationship with a 

new owner, and The Arboretum(Burns, S. 2014)(TA) is a story about rediscovering unrealised love. 

All feature narratives interspersed through time, place, and perspective. 

These examples have no true game mechanics – instead, they rely on the semantics of linking. The 

act of linking often equals traversing a level of narration: TD cycles between the present , and the 



focalisation of past events tied to commentary from the narrator (Fig. 1) In HD, the reader's 'you' 

inhabits others' lives through dreams. YM includes many optional links that contain first-person 

accounts regarding life, love, and loss, all from asynchronous times and places. The act of clicking a

link - a 'verb' on the part of the reader, echoes declarative verbs as described by Bal – perceptive 

verbs related to the senses, such as hearing or touch.(1997). 'Clicking' is not a perceptive verb on its

own, it equals choosing to “see” in the context of TWINE - offering insight into mechanical 

possibilities. TA determines the rhythm of reading by carefully structuring its delivery line by line. 

The ambiguity of page changes hides changes in focalisation: the character inhabiting the 'you' of a 

given block of prose may suddenly shift, but the second person narration style persists unchanged. 

These games function in cycles of embedded fabula; external settings and situations are often 

visited briefly only to return back to the primary sequence of events. Internal changes in the story 

mirroring the self-realisation of the characters - eventually making one final choice with agency. 

HD features a prison cell in the 'real' world in between dream sequences, where the reader can 

escape permanently if they have trained themselves in interpreting dream signs. TD allows the 

reader to decide the titular domovoi's fate, much to the chagrin of the narrator - YM allows the 

android to escape servitude, and hopefully have mercy on her master based on the emotional 

memories floating within - and TA poses the reader with the dilemma of picking up an old romance. 

The interactive elements in these games can be summarised as “Suppose if, knowing all you do now

– what would you do in this character's shoes when you can finally act?”

Narrative and mechanics demonstrate shared connections; cycles reveal something about the 

focalised character. HD's “you” is confused about the state of reality and his/her own identity – as 

traveling through vivid dreams with an unreliable narrator may do, DOM's “you” is given the 

freedom to interpret and change the tale being narrated, but is consequentially addressed by the 

narrator at the end of each cycle  (Fig1), YM uses the cycles  as distraction from a reality that the 

“you” has no control over – the player's displeasure with non-agency echoed with the character's, 

and TA creates a fixation on patterns of presentation in spite of there being no real significance – not

unlike a person looking for answers after a broken relationship. These themes evoke a sense of 

aporia, but ultimately do not deliver true multi-path readings. Whether these thematic similarities 

are deliberate is debatable – takeaway is how the semantics of hypertext reinforce these themes 

through structure.

Some TWINE fiction leverages the removal of choice as the primary message –  presenting the text 

as having a will of its own, deigetic to the fiction involved (and as an extension of tmesis). The 

Cradle of Eve(Kitty Horrorshow. 2013)(CE) describes a disastrous mission to recover a derelict 



spacecraft, while Calories(Fearon, E. 2012)(CA) uses mindful eating habits to distract from the true

purpose if the text, setting up expectations before  pulling the rug out from under the player. These 

games use linearity to underline the conflict of ownership regarding the “puppet” that represents the

player in the fiction. The “you” is lent to the reader so that there is an addressee to narrate towards, 

and any sense of ownership developing from that lease serves only to take more away in the end. 

No what the player chooses, the moderating game voice (i.e. narrator) breaks what Aarseth would 

describe as the ergodic contract towards the reader; to violate or reclaim agency in the narrative.

(1997). In CE, you murder your crew after becoming entranced with an alien artifact, while in CA 

you are sexually abused by a parental figure in spite of how well you watch your daily caloric 

intake. (Fig2) 

CE and CA focus their buildup on the themes the characters embody. CA's simplistic, obsessive 

reduction of an entire day cycle into calorie counting moments represents the search for focused 

distraction and calm predictability of the character; no amount of thought is given to that harrowing,

unavoidable event at the end of each day. CE presents a narrative that seems fraught with danger, 

but emphasises your character's seniority, experience, and fraternal team attitude to create a blind 

spot – as if to say “well, if something goes horribly wrong, I'll have my team and my wits to attempt

survival.” In reality, the reader has recourse to neither.

Figure 2: Reclaiming the puppet in Calories[19]



Figure 1: Interaction with the narrator in The Domovoi[12]

 Conversely, reclaiming the “you” puppet creates a truer sense of characterisation than many other 

TWINE games; even if the player carries on as the addressee, the “you” no longer represents them, 

and the focus shifts from a “suppose if” on the character's behalf to an external view of events as 

they unfold. 

Occasionally, games have either branching narratives, free-form exploration of a semi-persistent 

world, or mechanics that influence fabula significantly. The Uncle Who Works for Nintendo (Lutz, 

M. 2014)(UWN) is a dialogue driven horror game based on a sleepover - with multiple endings that 



the game implores the player to find and explore. Depression Quest (Quinn, Z. et al. 2013)(DQ) 

deals the process of acknowledging and dealing with a depression, using dialogue mechanics and a 

persistent character state. Trunked (Daffern, I. 2013)(TR) is a high-risk choice driven narrative 

describing a journalist abducted by car – to what is assumed to be an execution by a local criminal 

gang.  

In opposition to previous examples, these games unambiguously focalise; the game voice narrating 

objective details and the state of the character. This stresses the immediacy of dialogue and decision

making; the player is given responsibility for the moment to moment consequence of their choices. 

Time matters in this environment - in a game oriented sense, there are a finite amount of “moves” 

available before the fabula and the related narrative reach an end destination. In UWN, this means 

surviving the sleepover and possibly unraveling the mystery behind your slightly off-putting hosts, 

while the fabula in TR races towards inevitable doom by car. DQ presents a variation on this 

journey; although taking place over a large portion of time, it soon becomes apparent that there is 

never going to be a true ending – true to the real life experiences of depression sufferers. This is a 

variation on the aporia described by Aarseth; impasse is solved through navigation of options and 

possible multiple readings, but navigation options (i.e. choices regarding item use) are not obscured.

Surprisingly, these games feature more characterised “you” forms; a mask to wear while exploring 

your agency. This is achieved by devoting time to internal motivations: UWN's young character has 

history and memories that are often referenced or made important in determining what is real in an 

increasingly fantastical setting, TR's journalist has a history with, and reason for - pursuing his 

kidnappers (including lead-up to the current situation), and DQ goes into many  details about the 

character's life including personal feelings that exist separate from the reader. The characters in 

these narratives all follow Bal's characterisation process – the repetition and accumulation of events

and responses, insight into personal relationships, and a transformation of new responses as a result.

(1997)

The narrative semantics of these games cause the player to question the reason for their own 

agency. DQ creates conflict that leverages the external agency of the player to preserve the internal 

agency of the character in the fabula (in DQ, daily choices and tasks are made unavailable based on 

how depressed the character is. They remain visible – taunting with aporia). This task highlights the

tendency for players to take a “wishful thinking” approach when dealing with the depression, their 

answers driven by what they objectively define as “best” as it relates to the outcome of the game – 

not what the character is actually likely to to. UWN hides its biggest secrets right under the player's 

nose, but relies on the player's adherence to “correct” behaviour in the context of the story to 



preserve the illusion. (If the player enters the kitchen area directly after dinner as opposed to joining

the friend for video games, he/she witnesses the parents standing motionless and unresponsive – 

hinting at the nightmare dream state of the friend's house.) The extent of the nightmare becomes 

apparent as the six endings are unlocked and the player re-visits the evening. The fifth ending 

comes with a remark from the game voice itself: “Try looking in the kitchen.” Epiphany at last.

(Fig3) Lastly, TR gives the player access to a variety of objects that the character has brought along 

in their pockets (Such as an almost empty cell phone) – items that may or may not come in handy 

while attempting to escape, but also have a stated risk to their use. 

Figure 3: Hidden endings (1), the kitchen scene (2),

 and repetition of memories (3) in The Uncle Who Works For Nintendo [9]



System driven games on the TWINE platform subvert expectations of challenge or interactivity. 

The oldest example, Hegirascope (1997)(HS) by Stuart Moulthrop puts pressure on the reader to 

prioritise and process information, as well as challenging reader interpretation driven by a semi-

randomised time limit per text entry/page. Similarly, Queers In Love at the End of the World 

(Anthropy, A. 2013)(QL)  takes place during a ten second countdown - the player must say farewell 

to their significant other as the world ends. On Formalism (Kazemi, D. 2012-2015)(OF) and 

Dungeoneer (Hartley, D. 2013)(DU) both primarily exist to provide a  platform for their embedded 

meta-games. OF presents itself as a simple quote by Ralph Koster, until the text literally comes 

alive and plays a competitive game with the reader/player. DU describes a classical fantasy dungeon

crawl gone bad, until the main character stumbles upon an artifact that triggers the embedded meta-

game in the narrative. Lastly, Solved (Clark, N.2012-2014)(SO) uses an embedded game to give the 

other primary character besides the reader's “you” a sense of intelligence and interactivity; two 

teens head into the woods on a slightly mystical suicide pact based on the outcome of a game of tic-

tac-toe. SO also features the removal of agency, as in The Cradle of Eve. (Kitty Horrorshow. 2013). 

In QL and DU, game mechanics are used in support, or in place of characterisation. QL relies on the

urgency of the ten second time limit to draw the player into the character - through this limit and the

desire to explore the text options, the player reflexively answers the questions as themselves. The 

urgency to say farewell to a loved one becomes the defining character quality. (Fig4) In support of 

this reflexive navigation, the dialogue allows the player to define the relationship with the loved one

in terms of warmth, humor, and communication based on what is most important to them. In DU, 

dialogue mechanics create narrative context before the meta game delivers on that context. The 

player is not alone in the dungeon – there is a companion, although she's been gravely wounded. 

Throughout the narrative buildup, the player can forgo other dialogue to focus on this companion, 

and they help the player explore the environment. When the meta-game starts, the player acts on 

this investment - the game even asks directly what the player would like. The player is left to 

interpret the meta game and its possible outcome based on this framing – players aimlessly floating 

through a sea of dots, collecting colors for an undetermined amount of time after touching a magical

artifact. In this confusion and freeform navigation, the player's experience is identical to the 

character. In the end, the game concludes based on the colors accumulated. (Fig 5)



Figure 5: Adventuring with your partner (1), choosing an outcome (2),

 the magic meta game (3) in Dungeoneer[10]



Figure 4: Time In Queers in Love at the End of the World[16]

HS and OF are games where the mechanic is the message. HS features an omniscient observer and 

no player targeted narration, but uses time to create a feeling of powerlessness. Players navigate 

choices in spite of unpredictable page transitions, suggestively titled links, and shifting background 

colors. The player is omniscient, but lost and unaware of the rules of the game. After stumbling onto

a previously visited page for the first time, the knowledge that not all links lead to new pages gives 

perspective, (this is also hinted at by the re-use of colors and prose styles.) and an awareness of 

multiple scattered narratives to explore. The game visually marks off links that have been 

previously visited – the discovery of HS  becomes an analogue for the player's own exploration and 

growth. A standout moment of player awareness comes at the end, where faced with a black screen 

and no options, the player can cheat the game's rules; hitting the back button on the browser to keep

exploring other links and pages. OF takes mechanics as a message to its furthest point. The quote 

on screen comes alive - the text floats down the screen as you engage in a space invader style shoot 

off, whittling away syllables with mouse projectiles until the quote is gone. Notably, there is no fail 

condition; the text will continue floating downwards and shooting indefinitely.  At face value, the 

combat with the quote is the dialogue, but there is a second angle present - players can elect not to 

interact when faced with the option. (Fig6) 

In the middle ground, SO uses a meta game to set an expectation of agency and character capability,

and violates this expectation for dramatic effect. The game of tic-tac-toe is the only “winnable” 

interactive element; the other interactive sequences (a riddle posed by the other character and a 

digging minigame) foreshadow the way the narrative will end. The riddle is completed by free text 

input box, but always ends in a wrong answer - and the digging ends in a grave being dug, no matter

how roundabout the process is. The contrast between the winnable interaction and the strict 

conditions of the narrative mirror the struggle for ownership of the character, and the absurdity of 

not having any means of escape. The game takes the mask back.



TWINE's association with gaming subcultures and atypical authors means many games are strongly

focused around loss of agency, surrendering to your surroundings, or willful ignorance. The 

semantics of TWINE's architecture inherently support themes exploring ambiguous narration, 

separation of  time and place, and ownership of agency. A dedicated focus on a single mechanic 

standing out from clicking and linking creates a means of identifying with characters in the 

narrative; a point of recognition.  These subjects mesh well with Aarseth's cybertext theory, because

they leverage the absurd in game systems and negotiation with the game voice – a stand in for the 

social climate being referenced in the narrative. Conversely, the format of prose often makes 

breakdown via Bal's structure difficult. In exploring game systems, Bal's theories on text, fabula, 

and story structure are more useful, particularly since second person focalisation is so ingrained in 

the hypertext formula .



Figure 6: Passages from Hegirascope[21] and combat with Koster's quote in On

Formalism[13]



EXECUTION IN NOÖDIVER

A brief narrative primer is necessary for this section. For more details, please refer to the 

supplementary documentation for notes, drafts, and other items.

NoöDiver is set in the year 2056. A technology exists (the “NoöScope”) that allows trained 

specialists to enter the minds of others and make modifications; for a price, almost anything can be 

resolved. Clients come to the Divers to treat trauma, get custom personality work done, or 

sometimes more illicit reasons. The game follows a recounting of one of these cases – a former 

diver unwillingly calls on another to help resolve their internal tensions. In NoöDiver, you loosely 

take the role of this helper as you tunnel through elements of the target's mind.

The game is build up out of TWINE nodes, each type of which I will describe in detail.

All nodes have three text mechanics: swapping words, linking words, and revealing words. 

Swapping words change content on mouse-over and mouse out (e.g. “I”/”You”), linking words link 

to more content on the same page or link to the next page when clicked, and revealing words 

display new content elsewhere on the page on mouse-over. These elements were partially inspired 

by Bal's concept of simultaneity – text that utilises a slowdown in fabula time to portray many 

events at the same time, as if viewing a painting of a scene.(1997) In this case, they can literally 

display in multiple meanings, suggesting new layers to a given node's narrative and focalisation.

There are some general nodes contain only text, but the majority have one unique element, such as a

timing or pattern based presentation. (Fig7) A second category of text node is the intermission 

node, visited every other step. The purpose of these nodes is two part; to inform about the character 

through a recounting of the first “dive” they ever took, and the semantic setup for the final 

interactive node in the game. Each intermission contains two clickable phrases – the player is left to

wonder and interperet. (Or pick the one they find most appealing.) (Fig8)

The next group of nodes have a specific mechanical implementation – and a narrative tie in to that 

implementation. They are highly anamorphic – each has a set path that must be found by 

interpreting the text and carefully searching the scene.



Figure 7. Revealing links in the “April 1st, 2056” node.

Figure 8. Intermission node, with 2 options highlighted.



First, there is the “Frame” node. This node's narrative revolves around self justification on the 

character's part , or a search for answers on the diver's. As a player, you are looking along with 

them. Players toggle a red marker which can reveal hidden phrases and key links, or read between 

the lines, completing the puzzle. (Fig9)

Figure 9. revealing text inside and outside the lines.

Second, there is the “Intro” node. This node functions as both worldbuilding and an indication of 

the character's feelings towards that world. The player clicks and drags earth closer to the sun – 

changing the world description in the process. (This is hinted at in the text) The player is made 

complicit in the metaphor. (Fig10)

Third, the “Technology” node. This node presents details about the Noöscope as a device,  geared 

towards the relationships that the character had with collegues. They have all been “burned”by the 

device  – this leads to the character's fatalistic attitude. There are also visual clues hidden; artwork 

styled as synapses and neurons. The key interaction is the ability to sacrifice the memories of 

friends to gain insight into their personalities – a step that the diver might be willing to take at the 



character's expense. It's also possible that the player does this on accident – proving the character 

right. (Fig11A-B)

Figure 10. Two sun position stages overlaid to show progression.

Figure 11A. Links between friends.



Figure 11B. Sacrificing memories by clicking synapse dots.

Next, the “Thoughts” node. Here, the character is restless at night,  gone blind due to scope 

backlash. Thoughts rain down from the ceiling – the player must catch them and prioritse reading. 

This mechanic creates a parallel between player and character;  to focus on any one element when 

many other trains of thought constantly present themselves. This scene is the inciting incident for 

the narrative - the character decides to seek help with both the blindness, and troubling thoughts 

from another diver. (Fig 12)

The final interactive node is the “Eye.” The character regains sight – the diver connects it using the 

terms chosen during the intermissions. This node is freeform, relying on the player's interpretation 

of the words offered.  The character will wake the next morning – and their view of the world will 

have changed by the diver's hand. 



Figure 12. Thoughts rain down from the ceiling and fade.

Figure 13A. The intermission words are presented.



Figure 13B. The eye is restored.

In closing, NoöDiver leverages several core concepts throughout. From narratology, the 

simultaneity in text encourages the player to question focalisation as the puzzle unravels. 

Declarative verbs indicate the function of a link or wordswap. Non-linear fabula compounds the 

problem of who owns what portion of the narrative , and players are made complicit in both the 

actions of the character and the diver entities. (Even when not aware of the consequences, players 

are still dealing damage.) Finally, each interactive node, and the intermission nodes as a group 

represent an anamorphic approach meant to challenge careful reading (and searching) of the text.
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